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One of the outcomes of a joint venture of the Scripta Qumranica Electronica [1] and the
eScriptorium [2] projects is the future inclusion in the SQE database of the positions of lines,
words and letters on the IAA photos of the fragments with a minimal number of complete letters.
We used eScriptorium cum kraken’s customizable layout segmentation method to locate
columns and lines on the photos. Users can define both the layout typology as well as the stack
of convolutional and recurrent neural network layers used in the segmentation process via the
VGSL language [3]. Our segmentation process was iterative between automatic inference,
manual correction of the errors of the automatic segmentation system, retraining a better
segmentation model, applying it to a larger group of fragments and less time consuming manual
correction. After the final manual correction, we created a rough automatic transcription and
then aligned this rough transcription with the text from the database similar to the procedure
described here [4]. We subsequently applied text to image alignment to find the word and
approximate letter locations for each line. We have experimented with several methods of
refining those approximate positions, such as SIFT-flow, to obtain precise bounding polygons in
the image of each transcribed letter. Once this has been accomplished, a searchable pdf can be
created with an image layer and a text layer for each fragment.
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